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ABSTRACT

The c<M Iftctive potential energy surfaces are calculated in both the

adiabati" •! sudden approximations by using the asymmetric two centre shell

model in -utinaky method. It is shown that fusion of two colliding heavy

•on:; occ by their crossing over of th<> adiabatic interaction barrier.

"'".• -; L ;, •,..,; ic scattering potentials present two harrier;; whereas no barrier

i ' Fhowi' t"O occur in sudden scattering potentials. The first barrier is

obtained just past the saddle shape but is too low, such that a deep inelastic:

process is expected. The other, inner, barrier is high enough to let the

system fall into the fusion well, whose excitation energy then determine

whether a cool compound nucleus is produced or the fusion-fission process

occurs. For a given compound nucleus, the excitation energy is found to be

small for only a few target-projectile combinations, which increase as

their mass asymmetry increases. Such target-projectile combinations which

refer to a cool compound nucleus, can be identified by a simple calculation

of the fragmentation potential based on the ground state binding energies

with Couloumb and proximity effects calculated at a constant relative

separation of the two nuclei. Our calculations are made for the composite

systerns with 102 < Z 4 114.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The question: "how do colliding nuclei fuse and then why and when

does the compound system formed go to the ground state and give a stable

compound nucleus or fission instead", has always been of much theoretical

interest
1-5)

The importance of such a question has become more apparent

due to same recent experiments: whereas collisions at one bombarding energy

208 50 52 6,7)
(e.g. 265 and £80 MeV Pb on Ti and Cr, respectively ) lead to

measurable fusion cross-sections, for the same target and projectile (and

8) 208
many others) at another energy (4.8-8 MeV/nucleon Pb on different

26 48 50 52 58 64
targets of Mg, Ca, Ti, Cr, Fa and Ki) the fusion excitation functions

as well as the symmetric mass fragmentations of the compound systems are

measured. According to Swiatecki , the fused systems obtained in these

208 8)

reactions of Pb on various targets could either be true compound nuclei

trapped inside the true saddle or simply the composite nuclei (also called

mono-nuclei) trapped inside some conditional saddle.

In this paper, we show that within the fragmentation theory based

on two-centre shell model, the fusion of colliding nuclei occurs by over-

coming an adiabatic interaction barrier. Fusion starts already at the first

outer barrier, located past the saddle shape formation. There is, however,

a second inner barrier that must be overcome for achieving the complete

fusion. This essentially constitutes our model for the fusion of two nuclei.

The excitation energy of the compound system so formed is given by the

height of the inner barrier and this along with the corresponding nuclear

shapes determine the exit channel effects; i.e. whether it proceeds to

form a cool compound nucleus after the evaporation of a few neutrons or

gives rise to the process of "fusion-fission". A cool compound nucleus

means the compound nucleus with a minimum of excitation energy, for which

the number of neutrons evaporated is small and consequently the cross-

section for its formation in the ground state is large. On the other hand,

for the system to fission in the exit channel, it must be strongly excited

and the nuclear shapes must have neck formations after the saddle is formed.

In case the incident energy is not enough for the system to cross over the

inner barrier, then because of the outer barrier (which is only a small

- 2 -



occurs Since r. ;conditional) saddle is shown to be formed here,

T1 ..-thoc! for calculating the adiabatic and iuaden interaction

pot.antia] Lng the fragmentation theory, is described briefly in Section 2.

The fusion odel based on these potentials is then given in Section 3. A

relg-ive comparison of the fusion excitation energies, i.e. the adiabatic

barrier heights, for different target-projectile combinations forming the

same compound system, is carried out in Section 4 which allows us to

optimize the choice of target-projectile combinations corresponding to the

cool compound nuclei. The calculations are made for collisions of any

two nuclei with masses larger than 40 u., forming compound systems with

102^ Z<£ 114. A summary of our results is given in section 5 and an

application of this model to the data of symmetric mass fragmentation

following capture is made in a subsequent paper9' (hereafter, referred to

as II).

2. METHOD FOR CALCULATING THE POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES

The fragmentation theory introduces ' two new collective

coordinates of mass - and charge - asymmetries, respectively,

(la)

and

(lb)

in the nuclear shape which is taken to be described by the asymmetric

,12)
two-centre shell model (ATCSM)"'. Here A = A + A , Z = Z + Z , with

Ai and Z^ (1=1,2) referring to incoming nuclei or outgoing fragments.

These two coordinates are, of course, in addition to the other commonly

used coordinates oft (i) relative separation R or equivalently, the length

- 3 -

p^-.-',or \ -,'::=o s<X. % -.s '.h- T,n;:;tt -f the m x i - U B - 1 ^

radius of the corresponding spherical nucleus; (ii) the defor-ation

coordinates 3 and 13 , defined as the ratios of major to minor axes: snd

(iii) the neck parameter C, giving the ratio of the actual barrier to the

rounded-off barrier between two harmonic oscillator potentials.

The collective Hamiltonian is then of the form

(2)

13)
where the collective potential V is obtained In Strutinsky way , by

renormalizing the sum of single-particle states of ATCSM to an appropriate

14)
liquid drop model (LDM) , Depending on whether the collision proceeds

adiabatically or as a sudden process, in ATCSM the instantaneous oscillator

frequency <D(R) at the separation distance R is, respectively, the

frequency u (R) for which the volume enclosed by an equipotential at the

surface is conserved, or 10 , the same frequency as the colliding nuclei had

when they were far apart at infinity. In other words, the oscillator

frequency In the case of sudden collisions is fixed and equal to its

asymptotic value u for all relative separations R. For sudden collisions,

the liquid drop energy also contains an additional term due to

compression effect, since the relative velocities of the colliding nuclei

are now assumed to be high. We fix the shape parameters B , B and £

by minimizing the potential V in these coordinates for the adiabatic

approximation, and by taking the ground state deformations B and fl

of the incoming nuclei with £ - 1 for the sudden collisions.

For the asymptotic limit i.e. R > H i + f^, the potential is defined

simply as

V(R,n } = - B1 Vp (3)

where B.(A.,Z.) are the experimental nuclear binding energies (taken

from the tables of Seeger which are calculated for the liquid drop

energy smoothed with shell corrections from Nilsson model), minimized



in n coordinate and E , V and V are, respectively, the Coulomb
z c p 1

interaction energy, the proxiiaity nuclear potential and the rotational

energy due to angular momentum £ . In this paper, however, we limit

ourselves to 1 = 0 case i.e. V = 0. For the Coulomb interaction, though

various prescriptions are available , we use here the expression due

to Aroumougame and Gupta , obtained by following Hirschfelder et al. and
21) 22)

Nix (see also Webster ), for two arbitrarily oriented prolate spheroids

separated by a distance R > R + R . Their expression simplifies to the

usual form

(4)

for spherical nuclei. The proximity potential between two spherical nuclei

23)
is given by the "pocket formula" of Blocki et al.

(5a)

where t = sr/ b' w i hh t h e separation distance a = R - R - R ;

(5b)

(5c)

(5d)

.-•nd th<?

-75)

(5f)

- s -

This function is defined for negative (overlap region), zero (touching

configuration) and positive values of s , though for negative s the

definition becomes somewhat arbitrary (see Fiefs, 24,25 and the Appendix for

further discussion on this point). The possible generalization of (5) to

deformed and oriented nuclei is presented in the Appendix, which is worked out.

?fi)
in the central line prescription because of its computational simplicity.

Realistic derivations of the proximity potential for collision of two coplanar ,

deformed and oriented nuclei are given in Hefs. 24, 25 and 27.

3. FUSION MODEL - ADIABATIC AND SUDDEN INTERACTION POTENTIALS

The necessary condition for the fusion of two colliding nuclei is

the occurence of a potential barrier (also called, the "interaction

barrier" or the "fusion barrier") after the saddle is formed or the presence

of a deep "pocket" in the interaction potential. The interaction barrier

is shown ' to lie higher and at a much smaller value of R than the

Coulomb barrier. The presence of an interaction barrier is interpreted to

mean that during collisions the nuclei would arrive at the top of the

barrier (called, the point of no return) and fall into deep "fusion well"

behind the barrier, stick together due to loss of enough kinetic energy and

form a compound nucleus. Then, depending ori its excitation energy, the

compound nucleus would either go to the ground state by emitting a couple

of neutrons or exhibit some other phencnona, like the preformation of

fission fragments (the fuaion-f is^ion) , etc. Since a compound nucleus can

be reached by various combination? of the targets and projectiles and

collisions can occur botn adisbatically or as a sudden process, it is of

interest to study the interaction potentials calculated under both the

adiabatic and sudden approximations and for various target-projectile

combinations referring to the seme compound nucleus. This is done in the

following and a relative comparison of the excitation energies of the

compound nucleus forraea through different target-projectile combinations

ia carried out In the next section h.

f> -



Fig. 1 shows our calculated adiabatic and sudden Ecat.ttrir.g

potentials V(x ) for a number of different targev-pr.jjsc zi le combinations

( n-values) forming the same compound nucleus " 104. The potentials in two

approximations are matched at the touching configurations (xfi*l-5) for the

sudden case. For X > 1.5, the sudden potentials are shown i;o be lower due

to Coulomb effects, whereas at this length the adiabatic potentials still

show the presence of nuclear effects that are known to be predominant upto

a separation distance of r~ 1.7 fm (Ref.28). The corresponding nuclear

shapes are given In Fig. 2.

we notice in Fig.l that for adiabatic collisions, the interaction

or fusion barriers (marked X } are obtained for all the target-projectile

combinations having n ̂ 0.5. This barrier occurs at a point just after

the saddle shape is formed (see Fig.2). For n >0.5, the saddle shape is

not formed (see the case of Pb + Ti, n - 0.512, in Fig.?) though

the interaction barrier is still seen in Fig. 1 at a somewhat larger

X- - value (X~1.8). The occurence of an interaction terrier past the saddle

shape means that the colliding nuclei start to fuse already at this length

of the compound system, called the "fusion length" A n. However, this

barrier is obtained only as a small bump and will not be able to hold the

colliding system together, Ct; other wtirds, at this energy the saddle formed

at x_ is a kind of "oondi ti.on-.:*! ̂;"..]d'i.e" leading to "quasi-fission" or

"deep-inelastic collision" of the intermediate compound system (the mono-

nucleus) formed. Ir Fig.";,, howev-r, tiv;re is a second barrier (marked *„„)>

that is shown in each c&f:6 at a ,\uch shorter length of the compound nucleus,

called the "complete fusion-length" x . This barrier is apparently high,

so that if the colliding nuclsi -.roas Tjer it, they will fall into the deep

"fusion well" behind it and may proceed to form a stable compound nucleus.

An additional incident energy is clearly required for this process of

complete fusion to happen.

On the other hand, for sudden collisions we notice in Fig.l that no

interaction barriers or deep pockets .ippear in the scattering potentials,

though the nuclear shapes in Fig.2 i-'iow neck and saddle formations. The neck

is, hovever, known to develop suddenly from e ^ l in the entrance (or fusion)

channel to j > 0 in the exit (or fission) channel with a gain of about ho MeV

-7-

sr.e;-gy (.see ?ig. 6.7 in P.ef. 29). ~ M s jneans that even if the colliding

nuclei at infinity approach in s. sudden approximation, or.ee they touch the

formed gets filled quickly and the collision proceeds adia^atieally.

In any case, at low incident energies of 5-10 MeV/nucleon, the collisions

are not expected to proceed via sudden approximation, except for the

nuclear molecule formation. Also, there are oth~r macroscopic slowing-dovr

forces of friction and viscosity which increase the collision time and

make It more favourable for the collision process to "be adianatic.

we have also made calculations of adiabatic and sudden scattering

potentials for a number of other target-projectile combinations forming,

compound nuclei with l O S ^ Z ^ H O . This is shown in Fig.3, only for . ••ji'Ly

symmetric ( nsyo) and asymmetric {n >0,S) combinations. We notice :̂ ii.

258
exactly the same results, as obtained above for 104, are gi'/er;

Summarizing, our "fusion model" involves the following •' ;p;:r We

calculate the adiabatic scattering potentials for all the p>.-?i- ' oie target-

projectile combinations of a given compound nucleus. The •-• icLear shape in

this approximation is fixed by minimizing the potential v sergy in deformations

and neck coordinates. jTl (.hig w a y > t h e s a d a l e s h a p e ^ t h e interaction

barriers are located. The fusion of the colliding nuclei starts already at the

first outer barrier but <3eep-inelastic collision takes place since this

barrier is not high enough to hold the system together. Allowing for

dynamical distortion effects and the role of classical friction and

viscosity, if the incident energy is large enough to come ip to the top of

the second inner barrier, the colliding nuclei would fall into the deep

"fusion well" and stick together due to loss of enough kinetic energy.

This compound system will then either go to the ground state by emitting a

few neutrons or manifest the preformation of fission fragments, etc. ,

depending on its excitation energy.

-8-



t'USiuN fcLaL -iub THE uL L;GIVIIJOU"WIJ

The excitation energy of the compound system is given by the height

.if the infraction barrier, which is apparently different for different-

taiget-p,-*'..--settle combinations ( TI-values) used. Then a plot of these

barrier heights as a function of mass asymmetry n gives the, so-called

fragmentation potential V(n). Notice that here the length of the nucleus

A(or R-value) for each n -value corresponds to the point at which the

fusion actually occurs. This is important because in all our earlier

calculations of fragmentation potentials (see e.g. Ref. 1-4), we made an

approximation of using a constant value of R in order to save the large

computer time involved in the three-dimensional minimization of the potential

energy surfaces. For the same reason, we determine here the dependence

of barrier positions A and A on 1 from a few carefully calculated
F CF

points, rather than calculating the scattering potentials for all possible

target-projectile combinations of a compound system as is required by

25S
our fusion model. This is done in Fig. 4 for 104, by using the

adiabatic scattering potentials of Fig. 1. In addition to the five points

from Fig.l (shown as triangles), the A barriers for a few other

intermediate n-values were also calculated, which are shown here aa open

circles. (The full scattering potentials were not calculated for these

intermediate points.) For n= 0.612 ( Pb + Ti), though no saddle shape

was obtained, we have taken the barrier at A =1.80 and extrapolated the

A curve smoothly up to 1 =0.65. Beyond this 1 -value, the two-centre shell

model does not remain very reliable since one of the colliding nucleus is

then a light nucleus.

We notice from Fig.4 that the barrier position at x is almost
CF

independent1 of n , whereas A (n) shows a step-like functional increase.

Using these lengths (rather than constant values ), the fragmentation

potentials V( n) are calculated for both the cases. These are plotted in
Fig.5, marked A and A For comparisons, we have also plotted here

F CF
the fragmentation potential for a constant value of R=14.2 fm, calculated

-9-

by using tq.U). W= obstrvj thai; the i-cic -tructur« <,r t ^ +•.-. ??fnH.»i

energy surfaces, obtained by calculating the true fusion barriers (curves

marked A and A ), is identical and is comparable with that for the
F CF

fragmentation potential calculated simply at a constant R=14.2 fm. In

particular, all the potential energy minima are nearly at the same n-values

and the variations of their excitation energy with respect to n are

identical. We are interested only in the potential energy minima, since at

the minimum "f~= ° 3ni according to Sandulescu et al. , for head on

collisions, the compound nucleus reached through such target-projectile

combinations would be very much cooier compared to that formed by reaction

partners belonging to T\ -value lying outside the minima. For ri -values

away fom minima, the driving force -3V/3n , according to classical

mechanics is non-zero which will make the system to run in the direction

of potential minima, accompanied with a large mass transfer and hence of

energy into the excitation of surface vibrations.

Hence, from Fig. 5, we have obtained two important results:
1-4)

(i) the idea of using constant R( >R +R ) in our earlier calculations

of the fragmentation potentials is quite reasonable for locating the target-

projectile combinations that form cool compound nuclei, (ii) The mass

asymmetry degree of freedom n plays an important role in determining the

excitation energy of these cool compound nuclei. The excitation energy

increases as n increases. Specifically, the compound nucleus formed due

to an asymmetric target-projectile combination is very much excited compared

to that formed through symmetric or nearly symmetric reaction partners. As

a test of this result, we apply our model in II to the data of Bock et al.

We show that the measured capture cross sections as a function of incident

energy are reasonably reproduced by letting the incoming nuclei to be

captured by the inner adiabatic interaction barrier and that, because of

the large mass asymmetry of the incoming nuclei, the captured (or fused)

system fissions back with symmetric mass distribution, in satisfactory

agreement with experiments.

-10-



Final;.--, -n& have used the first result of our last paragraph for

calculating" • . fragmentation potentials V(i) at constant R-vaiues.

This is d<";i ..t a number of compound systems with 106^2^114 and the

calculated agmentation potentials are shown in Fig. 6, The potential, for

J 104 is also reproduced for completeness. The interesting result from

Fig. 6 is that in all the cases, only four or five target-projectile

combinations are shown to give the compound nuclei with small excitation

energies {i.e. the cool compound nuclei) and once again the excitation energies

of these cool compound systems increase with the mass asymmetry of their

reaction partners.

5. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

We have shown that on the basis of fragmentation theory which uses

the two-centre shell model, fusion of two heavy ions can take place only if

they overcome the adiabatic interaction barrier. Actually, the fusion

process starts already at the first barrier which appears at a much larger

length (or separation) of the colliding system, at a point just past the

saddle shape formation. This barrier is, however, too low such that only a

"conditional saddle" can be said to be formed and the deep-inelastic

collision process occurs. Another barrier at a smaller length of the

composite nucleus is also observed which is high enough to hold the system

together. Provided the incident energy is good enough, complete fusion of

the colliding nuclei occurs by crossing over of this barrier. Then,

depending on the .excitation energy of the fused system formed (given by the

barrier height), it will either go to the ground state after evaporating a

few neutrons (producing a compound nucleus) or fission back resulting in a

fusion-fission process.

-11-

The excitation energies,i.e. the fusion barrier heights, calculated

for all the possible target-projectile combinations of a compound nucleus,

when plotted as a function of their mass asymmetry, give the fr?.g,T.oiitation

potential. This calculation, on comparison with the fragmentation potential

calculated simply for a constant relative separation (larger than the sum

of radii of the incoming nuclei), gives two further interesting results:

(i) The use of constant value of relative separation in the calculations of

fragmentation potential is a reasonable approximation for locating the

target-projectile combinations corresponding to cool compound systems;

(ii) the excitation energies of the cool compound system increase as the

mass asymmetry of the incoming nuclei increases.
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APPENDIX

Proximity Potential for Deformed, Oriented Collisions within

Central line Prescription

The central line prescription consists in calculating the proximity

potential with the distance s between the nuclear surfaces as the one

along the line connecting the nuclear centres (the central line) rather than

the shortest distance between them. Also, the variation of the mean

curvature radius R with the angle of orientation of the surface is neglected.

Such an approach has been quite successful for light ions. For a heavy

spherical projectile on a heavy deformed nucleus, however, Randrup and

Vaagen have shown that this prescription gives the potential to within

1056, only if surfaces with quadrupole deformations are considered. More

27)
recently, Baltz and Bayman have also shown the inadequacy of the "central

line potential" within the proximity approach, if either of the nuclear

surfaces have high multipole (hexadecapole) deformations. In spite of all

its inadequacy, it is still very much used because of its being computa-

tionally very simple. In the following, we use it for the collision of two

deformed, oriented nuclei having quadrupole deformations. Our treatment is

somewhat similar to that of Tricoire et al. , who studied the deformation

effects in the proximity potential for two axially aligned nuclei

( 6 = 9 = 0 in Fig. 7).

For spherical nuclei, the proximity potential is adequately given

by Eqs(5). When both the colliding nuclei are deformed, the surface

separation in central line prescription for the axially symmetric nuclei

lying in the same plane, is given by

where , the nuclear radii Fire now defined by

{Al)

(A2)

-13-

Here e is the angle of rotation of the 1 th nucleus with respect to the

symmetry axis (see Fig.7) and a are related to the quadrupole deformation

13 (see Ref. 16 for definition of a )

(A3)

R. is given by Eq.(5c), but in the actual calculations we use the central

23)
radii C instead of these effective sharp radii, where

(A4)

We use the definition (Al) for only the positive s i.e. for R J,R +R .

For negative s , this definition becomes quite arbitrary '^ and we use

an alternative definition given below.

The mean curvature radius R, for two deformed nuclei is given by
23)

\

2.
Cfri (

(A5)

where is the azimuthal angle between the principal planes of curvature

of nucleus 1 and 2; and H are the four principal radii of curvature, at

the points of minimum separation (see Ref.27 for explicit expressions).

For coplanar nuclei, w x^Q,'(p7 - 0
 an(* if the two nuclei have their

symmetry axes aligned with the collision axis, i.e. 6 = 9 = e= O, (as is

the case for calculations of Figs. 5 and 6), then (A5) reduces to

1 _ (A6)

-lit-



where a, and b, are the semi-major and semi-minor iuv_i. of tiie t'*o

colliding deformed nuclei (Fig. 7).

For the nuclear surface width b and the surface energy coefficient

Tf , we take the values given by equations (5d) and (5e) , respectively.

Tricoire et al.
30)

allow for the deformation effects in b as well.

In case of the interaction region i.e. R <R + R , the saddle and

necked shapes are formed. The proximity potential would then apparently

depend on the shape parameters also, as is shown in Ref. 25 for two equal

colliding nuclei. For the present calculations, however, we still use Eqs(5)

with s defined as the difference between the length of the nuclear

system obtained by minimizing the liquid drop energy (see Fig.2, adiabatic

case, for typical shapes) and the corresponding length of the colliding

partners at their touching configuration,

(A7)

Apparently, now s can be both positive and negative and the proximity

term contributes still the neck disappears. R is still given by Eq.(A6).

A proper derivation of the proximity potential for the collision of

two coplanar, axially symmetric deforFfLed and oriented nuclei is given by
25)

two of us and it will be of intertst to compare the present central line

prescription results for deformed nuclei with the corresponding realistic

calculation. As already mentioned ir. the first paragraph of this Appendix,

Randrup and Vaagen have carried ou i: such a comparison for a spherical

plus-deformed system. However, instead of carrying out such a comparison

here, in the following we look for the justification of the above approach

by analyzing its role in the heavy-ion fragmentation potentials. Calculations

are made for both the asymptotic {R^R *• R ) and interaction (R <R + R )

regions.

First of all, we stvAy tht.' variation of the proximity potential V
P

as a function of mass asymmetry n s"J the orientation fl and o of

the colliding nuclei. Wt consider the -erse of R >,tt + R and 6 - 9^=9 .

-15-

Figj. d arid 9 ahow the results of c-j- calculation for the compound system

104, as an illustrative example. We notice in Fig. 8(a) that the

proximity contribution is small for large surface separations (see the

dashed line for R=15 fm, plotted for the case of 9 = 0 " only). As R

is decreased to 14.2 fm, the proximity potential is still negligibly small,

almost independent of n , for the spherical nuclei (B = fl = 1). However,

It becomes strongly attractive for the deformed colliding nuclei and this

attraction is shown to increase as the deformation increases (see solid

curve for 9 = 0 ° in Fig. 8(a); for deformations of the two colliding

partners, see Fig.B(b)). We further notice in Fig.S(a) that as s increases

the proximity potential V (ri) rapidly decreases and becomes almost 7,ero

a^ e _ 90°. This result is a simple manifestation of the fact that as the

orientations of deformed nuclei increases, the surface separation s

increases (and hence, in view of our result for R=15 fm, the proximity

potential decreases), as is shown in Fig. 9. As we gc to R<14,2 fm,

the proximity potential for spherical nuclei becomes a couple of tens of

MeV more attractive but then for deformed nuclei it is larger than or at

least of the order of -100 MeV, which is rather an unrealistic value if

V is simply an additional attraction due to the close proximity of the
p 31)

colliding surfaces. In an other calculation, Saroha et al, have shown

that the role of proximity potential is negligibly small for spherical and

nearly spherical nuclei even for their touching configuration. Hence, this

calculation along with that of Ref.31 allows us to conclude that the proximity

potential contributes significantly only for deformed colliding nuclei and

this contribution decreases gradually as the orientations of the colliding

nuclei increases.

In order to see the role of proximity effect in the fragmentation

potential, we have shown in Fig. 10 (solid line) the fragmentation potential

V(TI) for 2 5 8104, calculated by using Eq.(3), for R=14.2 fm, 9 . 0 ° and

Jt = 0. For comparison, the fragmentation potential for V = 0 is also shown

in Fig.10 (dashed line). We notice that whereas the locations of the

potential energy minima with respect to n remain almost unchanged, their

-16-



inclusion =T̂  hp pr-^xt^iiy terfn in tht fragmentation polsntlal tiakes the

excitatiu -;rgies of the target-projectile combinations, corresponding to

the pot-:' rni ni ma, increase with the increase of their mass asymmeLry.

This is important result., as is discussed in the main text of this paper,

&S well as in II.

For the interaction region (R< R + R }, we first obtain the variation

ox" the surface separation s as a function of mass asymmetry n by using

Eq.(A7) for 1 = A (TI) taken from Fig. 4. This is shown in Fig.11 and is

relevant for n^0.5 only since no necked shapes appear after n = 0.5

(see Fig.2). The corresponding proximity potential V , calculated by
P

using Eq.(5), is shown as triangles and open circles in Fig. 12. It is

interesting to find that these calculated points give rise to a standard

form of the proximity potential which is shown here by the solid line.

(The calculated points could also by joined to give the modified form of

the proximity potential due to Blocki and Swiatecki , but we have drawn

here only the form used). Apparently, our use of Eq.(A7) for determining s

in case of necked systems formed by any two colliding nuclei and then using

it in Eq.(5) for calculating the proximity potential seems justified. The

fragmentation potential for the length \ (n), with V included in it,
F p

is already shown in Fig.5 and is found to give results similar to those for

R JR + R (see the text of the main paper).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l The adiabatic and sudden scattering potentials for various target-

258
projectile combinations forming the compound system 104. The two

sets of graphs are matched at the touching configurations (X ; 1.5)

for sudden collisions. The positions of the two barriers in the

adiabatic case are also indicated.

Fig.2 The nuclear shapes in both the adiabatic and sudden approximations

at different lengths (k -values) for the target-projectile combinations

258.
of 104 considered in Fig.l.

Fig.3 The adiabatic and sudden scattering potentials for the (nearly)

symmetric and asymmetric target-projectile combinations forming the

compound systems 256102,26°l06", 2 6 6108, and 2T2110«

Fig.4 Variations of the "fusion" length A and the "complete fusion"

258
with mass asymmetry n for the compound system 104.

CF
length

The triangles refer to the scattering potentials in Fig.l and the

open circles are for the other internediate points for which >•

was determined by calculating the relevant parts of the scattering

potentials.

Fig.5 The adiabatic fragmentation potentials for 104, calculated for

the constant relative separation R=14.2 fm (using the ground state

binding energies from Seeger ) and for the lengths * (n) and

(n) given in Fig.4. The proximity contribution is added for the
CF

cases- of constant R and

described in the Appendix.

(n) by using Eq.(5) and the method

Fig. 6 The adiabatic fragmentation potentials for various compound systems

with 104.$ Z ̂ 114 , calculated at constant R-values by using the

ground state binding energies of the colliding partners (taken from

16)
Seeger ) with the Coulomb and proximity potentials added to it.
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Fig.7 A schematic configuration of two deformed and nriented colliding

nuclei.

Fig.8 (a) The proximity potential as a function of mass asymmetry, within

2S8
the central line prescription, for th compound system 104 at

constant R-values (> R + R ) and at different orientations

(b) The deformations of the two colliding nuclei as a function of mass

258
asymmetry for 104.

Fig.9. The surface separation s as a function of mass asymmetry TI for

H = 14.2 fm and for different orientations S = e = 0 , for the

258
compound system 104.

Fig.10 The fragmentation potential V as a function of mass asymmetry TI

258
at Ft = 14.2 fm, 9 = 0 ° and 1 = 0 for the compound system 104.

The solid and the dashed lines give, respectively, the potential,

with and without V in it.
P

Fig.11 The surface separation s as a function of mass asymmetry n for

the interaction region (R <R + R , 9 = 0 ° ) , calculated for the

length \ (n) of the compound system 104.

Fig.12 The proximity potential (triangles and open circles) as a function

of the surface separation s (•)) determined in Fig. 11. The

calculations are made for ri ̂  0.5 only and the solid line is drawn

as a guide to the eye.
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